Perbandingan Kebijakan Luar Negeri Prancis dan Jerman Terkait Proposal Pengakuan Kedaulatan Negara Palestina

Abstrak:

Palestine and Israel are two countries with a continuous conflict. When Palestine applied for a full membership in the United Nation as a sovereign state, the deliberating process also surrounded the complication of the international constellation. The United Nations Security Council Meeting on November 11, 2011 to decide the full membership and confirmation of Palestine as a sovereign entity needed to pass the resolution of the members of the Security Council, where 9 votes are needed to pass the resolution. Of the 9 votes, 5 should be by the consensus of the permanent members. Interestingly, Germany gave a negative vote whilst France, being Germany’s converging ally, voted abstain. It becomes more interesting when two countries that are expected to give the same vote and policy take different paths, then that phenomenon becomes interesting and researchable.
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